NOTES:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY ±3% DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE MOLDS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. MOLDED IN GALLONAGE MARKERS @ 0° IN 50 GAL INCREMENTS UP TO 475 GAL.

NOTE: MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ALL LOWER BENELOW Fittings

STANDARD COVER:
17" BUTTRESS THREAD CAP/ BLK PE
PPC STOCK NO. 4558

CALCULATED CAPACITIES:
VOLUME IN U.S. GALLONS
478

CONFIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF
POLY PROCESSING COMPANY
NOT FOR REPRINT OR USE WITHOUT PERMISSION

475 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK

REV 'B' ADDED FITTING NOTE BY MBW 2/11/03 CKJB
REV 'A' ADD RADIUS BY MBW 2/22/00 CK:DR